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This Master’s Thesis focused to the product owner’s role in City of Helsinki environment. 
The City Administrative Office of City of Helsinki had developed its own agile experiment 
and implementation method for agile software development. The method was new and there 
was not yet much experience of using it. The objective of this Thesis was to find out the 
product owner’s ability to carry out the software development project by using the agile ex-
periment and implementation method. Additionally, the organization’s current ability to sup-
port the product owner in that was under inspection. The research method used in this The-
sis was case study and the case study project was information system renewal project.  
 
After forming a conceptual framework of the subject, the case study was carried out by im-
plementing the tasks of the product owner required in the agile experiment and implemen-
tation method. A Fit-GAP analysis was used for evaluating the product owner’s ability to 
carry out the tasks and to find the possible improvement targets. 
 
The outcome of this Thesis was an evaluation whether the product owner was able to carry 
out the case project by using the agile experiment and implementation method. The analy-
zation of the fits and gaps of the implemented tasks offered a valuable information about the 
possible improvement targets of the product owner’s role in City of Helsinki environment. 
 
The City Administrative Office benefits from the results of the Thesis by increasing their 
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1 Introduction 
 
The aim of this Master’s Thesis was to research the product owner role in agile software 
development in public sector organization. The research was implemented as a case 
study. In the case study, the case organization’s new agile method was tested in the real 
life project. This section offers a background information of the Thesis subject and pre-
sents shortly the organization involved. In addition, the business challenge, research 
objective, output and the scope are presented in this section. Finally, at the end of this 
section the structure of the Thesis is explained.  
 
In today’s world, many software development companies has already established an 
agile development as part of their daily operations. More and more the companies in 
wide range of branches have noticed the needs for agile development in their organiza-
tions. In addition, the public sector is nowadays one actor in this field. Digitalized services 
should be produced in an accelerating pace. The traditional software development meth-
ods such as waterfall model are too inflexible and complicated to response to this de-
mand. There is need for a more flexible and agile method to produce faster the outputs. 
However, the challenge of applying the new methods is that the organization is used to 
follow the traditional method and is not prepared for changing its own behavior to meet 
the requirements of the agile development. That may mislead to a conclusion of the agile 
methods inappropriateness in the organization. Investigating and evaluating of the 
changes and planning the implementation of the needed actions may help to apply the 
new method to the organization.  
 
The organization involved in this Thesis was the City of Helsinki (hereafter referred to as 
case organization). The focus of the research was in the agile software development in 
the case organization. The case organization is divided in four division of different 
branches. The divisions produces the services to citizens in City of Helsinki and the 
needs of the business life in City of Helsinki area. [1] In addition to that, there is the 
central administration called City Executive Office. The City manager runs the City Ex-
ecutive Office and it consists six divisions. [2] In this master’s Thesis, the research was 
carried out in one division of the City Executive Office called Information technology and 
Communications. The Information technology and Communications division includes the 
Central IT Office (CITO) of the case organization.  
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The case organization’s software projects has usually carried out by using the traditional 
waterfall model. This model is well known and it supports the decision-making and ac-
quisition processes of the case organization but it is inflexible and the implementation 
times of the projects are too long. The case organization has recognized the need of 
faster and more flexible ways to design and implement information systems. For answer-
ing to that need, the CITO has developed an agile experiment and implementation 
method. The method aims to support faster decision-making, more flexible project set-
ups and implementations. [3] The main target group of the agile experiment and imple-
mentation method is the product owners, service owners and the solution architects 
working with the information systems in the case organization. [4]  
1.1 Business Challenge 
As the agile experiment and implementation method is new in the case organization, 
there is limited experiences of its usage. Before starting to deploy the method more 
widely in the case organization, its suitability need to be tested. Especially more 
knowledge was needed about the ability of the target group  to use the method and how 
the development and decision making structure supports the usage of the method. Test-
ing the method, the CITO needed a help from different divisions of the case organization 
to offer case projects for the testing. In the case projects, the division’s software devel-
opment projects should be carried out by following the agile experiment and implemen-
tation method. 
 
The City Executive Office’s own ICT department called Kanslia ICT produces the ICT 
services such as help desk services, infrastructure and data communications services 
for the employees of the City Executive Office. In addition, it offers the maintenance 
services for the City Executive Office’s own information systems. Currently, in the 
maintenance of Kanslia ICT was the resource booking system that was no longer tech-
nically up to date and there was not available the necessary system vendor support. In 
addition, the resource booking system was available only for the limited amount of the 
employees of the City Executive Office. To make the use of it more effective, the resource 
booking system should be enabled for all the employees. However, the current solution 
does not support the expansion of the system. 
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The Kanslia ICT had identified the need to renew the resource booking system. The 
current system was a tailor-maid solution that takes account the special needs of the 
different user groups. The investigation of the corresponding systems in the open market 
and one pilot project revealed that there is limited amount of options available and to be 
able to fulfill the requirements set to the system, the ready-made solutions would need a 
significant amount of tailoring. According to the discussions in the case organization, the 
Kanslia ICT saw an opportunity to carry out a renewal project and to reach to the desired 
outcome by following the agile experiment and implementation method. The Kanslia ICT 
was willing to test the method in the resource booking system renewal project.  
1.2  Objective and Scope  
The objective of this Thesis was to find out the product owner ability to use the agile 
experiment and implementation method. When researching the ability, there is two per-
spectives to be taken into account. First is the ability to carry out the required tasks set 
to the product owner in the agile experiment and implementation method. Second per-
spective is that how the case organization is supporting the product owner to use the 
agile experiment and implementation method and fulfill the requirements. The research 
question was outlined as following: 
As a product owner is it possible to carry out the project by using the agile 
experiment and implementation method? 
Even though the agile development includes different roles, the research scope was to 
evaluate only the role and responsibilities of the product owner. This Thesis offers one 
point of view to research the subject by using the case study approach. The results of 
the study bases more on the findings from practical experiments instead of theoretical 
evaluation of the subject.   
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1.3 Outcome  
The outcome of the Thesis is an evaluation of the product owner’s ability to carry out the 
case study project by following the agile experiment and implementation method. Re-
lated to that, the study includes the evaluation of the capability of the case organization 
to support the product owner to meet the requirements of the method. In addition, the 
study offers some recommendations on how the case organization can improve their 
ability to support the product owner. This includes, when necessary, recommendations 
on how to improve the agile experiment and implementation method itself. 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
This Thesis is divided in eight sections. The first section introduces the topic and the 
framework of the Thesis. After that follows the current state analysis in the section 2. The 
section 3 presents the methods and materials that were used in this research. The sec-
tion 4 includes a literature survey of the topic. The actual implementation of the research 
is described in section 5 and section 6 includes analysis of the gathered data. Section 7 
offers recommendations based on the data analysis. Last, there is discussion and con-
clusions of the Thesis in section 8. 
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2 Current State of Agile Software Development in Case Organization  
The aim of this section is to offer an overview to the current state of software develop-
ment with agile manners in the case organization. In addition, it provides an overview of 
the agile development maturity in the case organization environment. This section pre-
sents the purpose and structure of the agile experiment and implementation method and 
the used conditions more specifically. Before starting to describe the current state of the 
case organization, some earlier experiences of agile software development from the lit-
erature are presented. 
2.1 Experiences of Agile Software Development in Case Organization 
The case organization knowledge of agile software development have usually been lim-
ited to the usage of methods offered by software vendors. The method have used as a 
part of the implementation phase of the traditional waterfall model software development. 
The role and the need for competence of the case organization’s project manager in 
these have been minor. From a technical point of view, the agile development has started 
to formulate around the need of supporting the service owners in their software develop-
ment. For that need, they had acquired resources and competences. Later, the technical 
support has expanded its role for supporting the agile experiments and testing the new 
platforms. That technical support is nowadays known as open source software develop-
ment unit (AOK). [3] The AOK is unit in the CITO. Purpose of AOK is to advance the 
usage of the open data, interfaces and source code in case organization’s software de-
velopment projects. Work in AOK is done by agile manners and they are committed to 
follow the agile experiment and implementation method. [5] 
 
The agile manners of a case organization have been studied in the Bachelor Thesis of 
Juho Kerppola. At that time, the agile experiment and implementation method was still 
under development. The case study research focused to the evaluation of the usage the 
agile methods in the case project. As a conclusion, the researcher stated that the re-
search offers an input to the development of an agile experiment and implementation 
method. [6]  
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Generally, experiences of agile software development in the case organization had been 
limited to the occasional usage of some agile manners in software development projects. 
In those projects, the agile methods and the usage of its have not been structured. The 
ability and the level of usage have correlated to the knowledge of the project group, 
especially the project manager.  
2.2  Agile Experiment and Implementation Method 
The agile experiment and implementation method aims to improve the situation when 
there has not been a structured way of working in agile software development projects 
as mentioned in chapter 2.1. The idea of the method is to search the best ways to imple-
ment the desired outcome by continuous feedback analyzation and adjusting the target 
according to that. The method is suitable for all kind of a software development projects 
but especially it fits to the projects that may not have a clear vision or goal at the begin-
ning. In addition, the method supports the rapidly made inexpensive experiments before 
committing to larger costs. [7]  
 
The agile experiment and implementation method is part of the case organization’s col-
lection of development methods called KEHMET. The method bases to the British gov-
ernment model of the digital service design principles (GDS). [7] The other methodolo-
gies used when developed the agile experiment and implementation method are 
PRINCE 2, Safe, Scrum and Scrum of Scrums. [4] In addition, the Lean ideology is taken 
into account in the development of the method. [3]  
 
The agile experiment and implementation method divides into two parts, the experiment 
and the implementation. Parts consists four phases called experiment, alfa, beta and 
live. The agile development process is the same in every phase of the method. [7] The 
phases, especially in the experiment part can be done individually without a need to 
implement the whole method. If the all phases of the method are used, then the progress 
is chronological.  
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In a software development project that follows the agile experiment and implementation 
method, the product owner’s task is to evaluate the progress of the project. After each 
phase the product owner evaluates whether to continue to the next phase of the method, 
repeat the current phase or change to another development model, for example tradi-
tional waterfall model. A product owner presents the proposed option of the progress to 
the executive board that makes the decision to continue the project. 
 
2.3 Agile Software Development Environment in Case Organization 
 
Concerning the agile software development in the case organization, the agile experi-
ment and implementation method is just a part of the agile way of working. The environ-
ment in which the method is used must also be taken into account. 
 
Roles and Responsibilities 
The current case organization’s structure is built to support the traditional model of soft-
ware development. The product owner role, that is the key role in the agile development, 
is not necessarily supported in sufficient level. Understanding the role and responsibili-
ties of the product owner requires harmonization of the terms and concepts. The em-
ployees in other roles of software development should also be more familiar with the 
agile development method. In addition to the product owner, these roles are for example 
executive board, customers, users and technical support. If these roles are not aware of 
the methods used in the agile development, it might slow down the work of product 
owner. The product owner work will hamper if the executive board is not sufficiently fa-
miliar with the agile development to be able to steer the project. [8]  
 
Framework Agreements 
 
The case organization offers framework agreements to help the development projects to 
acquire expert services that is not available in-house. A framework agreement is ready-
made environment to order services from predetermined vendors without a need of open 
market competitive tendering. In a framework agreement, there is set of conditions to an 
acquisition such as the offered services, prices and the terms of payment, immaterial 
rights and so on.  
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For the agile software development, the case organization offers two beneficial frame-
work agreements. The first is the service design framework agreement. That offers an 
expert services and consultation in a service design and a user experience, which may 
be useful especially in the experiment phase of the agile software development project. 
The other one is the framework agreement of the open source software development. 
Via that is possible to acquire the software development and implementation services 
such as a user interface design and front-end and back-end coding.   
 
Boundaries and Conditions 
 
The agile experiment and implementation method is still under development in CITO. 
The method usage is limited for chosen software development projects and the CITO 
supervises the use of it. At the time of writing this Thesis, the method supported only the 
software development. 
 
The framework agreements are not part of the agile experiment and implementation 
method. However, a recommendation is to use the framework agreements in projects 
which needs to acquire the expert services. Usage of the open source software devel-
opment framework agreement is allowed only under the AOK supervision. AOK validates 
the orders based on the framework agreement before ordering. [9] 
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3 Method and Material 
 
This section introduces the research plan and the model of the research. It offers an 
understanding about the different steps of the research and presents the process of the 
research. In addition, this section describes how the data was collected and analyzed in 
the research.  
3.1 Research Plan 
The plan of this research was divided in five steps. The Figure 1 illustrates the steps of 
the research plan and the aim of each step. The plan begins by setting up the objective 
and scope. That brings the focus to the research. After that follows the current state 
analysis of the agile software development in the case organization. The current state 
analysis bases to the interviews of the specialist and discussions with the employees 
related to the agile development in the case organization. In addition, the existing 
knowledge about the agile experiment and implementation method and some of the pre-
vious experiences of using it is presented in current state analysis.  
 
 
After the current state analysis, the research proceeds to the conceptual framework. 
Purpose of the conceptual framework step is to offer a general knowledge about the agile 
software development and the techniques related to it. The conceptual framework is not 
taking into account all the agile development techniques, but the ones that are essential 
according to this research. Current state analysis and conceptual framework acts to-
gether as a starting point for the case study implementation. 
  
Figure 1. Research Plan. 
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Case study in the fourth step covers the implementation of the research. In the case 
study, the case project is carried out by using the agile experiment and implementation 
method. Structure of the case study is cyclical according to the research design pre-
sented in section 3.2. Case study implements the requirements and the tasks set to the 
product owner in the agile experiment and implementation method. The Fit-GAP analysis 
method presented in section 3.2. was used in the case study section to collect the find-
ings of the research. After the case study, there is a data analyzation step. In that step 
the fit-gap analysis of the tasks in case study are collected together. Findings of the 
individual requirements are sorted out to larger groups according to the categories of the 
Fit-GAP analysis. The target is to analyse the gaps and gain the information needed to 
formulate the recommendations to improve the current situation. 
3.2 Research Model and Process 
The research model in this Thesis is case study. A case study as an approach is useful 
in order to gain more in depth information of the particular aspect. [10] A typical case 
study research method aims to answer the question “how” or “why”. The case study 
counts on the same techniques as many other research models. In addition, the case 
study includes direct observations of the subject events and people interviews that are 
not usually counted as a source of evidence in other models. [11] 
 
The Fit-GAP analysis method is used in the case study section of this Thesis. The idea 
of the Fit-GAP analysis is identify where the existing or planned system meets the needs 
of the case organization. If the needs are met, then it fits. Otherwise, there is a gap. The 
Fit-GAP analysis not only present the answer does the current functionality fits or not, 
but it offers help to identify the causes of the gaps. In addition, with the Fit-GAP analysis 
it is possible to analyze the reasons of the gaps, and formulate and prioritize the problem 
solution. [12] 
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This research uses the cyclical process to go throw the implementation of the case study. 
The cyclical way of progressing in the case study supports the phased structure of the 
agile experiment and implementation method. It offers needed steps for preparing, im-
plementing and analyzing the tasks. In addition, cyclical process offers a point of decision 
making timely according to the requirements of the method presented in the section 2.2. 
Figure 2 presents the model of the cyclical research process.  
 
The cycle starts with the planning step where the tasks and requirements of the product 
owner in the present phase of the agile experiment and implementation method are of-
fered as an input to the cycle. The tasks are listed to the Fit-GAP analysis template. In 
the second step, the tasks and requirements are implemented in the case project and 
the findings of the implementation are documented in the Fit-GAP analysis template. 
 
The third step is to overview the findings of the Fit-GAP analysis. This step focuses to 
find out the gaps that may cause problems in the following cycles. Last step of the cycle 
is the evaluation. There one makes a decision according to the findings whether to start 
the new cycle within the next phase of the agile experiment and implementation method 
or re-do the current phase. In addition, if the results of the implementation shows up 
problems going further in the project one needs to evaluate the possibility to abort the 
project.  
 
  
Figure 2. Cyclical Research Process. 
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The cycles of the research process are fitted to the phases of the agile experiment and 
implementation method. One phase of the method is handled in one cycle. In addition, 
the project settings before starting the methods implementation is treated as a one phase 
and it makes one research cycle. 
 
The Fit-GAP analysis is used for collecting and analysing the findings of the tasks imple-
mented in the case study. The used template of the Fit-GAP analysis is following the 
structure presented in Appendix 1. Three of the columns consists the structure of multi-
ple-choice. The Figure 3 illustrates the options of the multiple-choice fields of the tem-
plate. 
 
 
 
The GAP Analysis column presents the status of the task after implementation. The GAP 
Source and GAP Requirement type columns are filled only if the finding was a full or a 
partial gap. The GAP Source and GAP Requirement type columns specifies the source 
and the nature of it. The comment column stands for the additional information or clarifi-
cation to the task findings.  
  
Figure 3. Multiple-choice Fields in Fit-GAP Analysis Template. 
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3.3 Data Collection and Analysis 
The data in this research was collected from the multiple sources. The literature review 
utilized both existing literature and Internet sources. For getting familiar with the current 
state of the agile software development in the case organization, interviews and discus-
sions were conducted with the employees related to the agile development in the case 
organization. In addition, one used the case organization’s intranet websites, existing 
documentation related to the agile experiment and implementation method and earlier 
experiences of agile development in the case organization. After collection, data was 
analyzed by picking-up the boundaries and the requirements that sets the starting con-
ditions for the case study research. 
 
In the case study section, the data was collected from the organization’s internal docu-
mentation, user survey, discussions with the people related to the case project, workshop 
with the user group and the implementation of the product owner’s tasks. The data from 
the survey, discussions and workshop was collected and analyzed for using it as a ma-
terial for the case study. The data gained from the case study implementation was col-
lected to the Fit-GAP analyzation template and was analyzed by the Fit-GAP analyzation 
methods.  
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4 Conceptual framework 
 
This section introduces the conceptual framework of the research subject. It aims to offer 
an understanding of the agile software development and the product owner’s role in gen-
eral level. The conceptual framework is not taking into account all the agile development 
techniques and methods, but the ones that are essential to this research. This means 
those methods and ideologies that the agile experiment and implementation method is 
based. 
4.1 Overview of Agile Software Development 
The agile development stands for the idea of being able to respond to the needs in fast 
chancing and unpredictable environment. Concept of agile software development is a 
collection of methods and practices based to the values and principles presented in the 
Agile Manifesto. [13] The four values of Agile Manifesto are based to the idea of finding 
preferable ways of developing by implementing the software development and helping 
others in it. [14] 
 
The nature of agile software development is delivering fast and flexible the value to the 
customer by acting iteratively. The working manners of agile software development are 
based to the delivery of small increments instead of large software launches and consists 
the continuous evaluation of the requirements, plans and results for being able to re-
sponse the changes quickly. [15] 
4.2 Agile Development Methods 
There is multiple general well-known agile development methods for different agile soft-
ware development purposes. These are for example Dynamic Systems Development 
Method (DSDM), Extreme Programming (XP), Feature-driven development (FDD), Crys-
tal and Agile modeling. [16] However, this section introduces from the methods only the 
Scrum and Scrum of Scrums, which are used as a base of the agile experiment and 
implementation method.  
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 Scrum 
 
In the Scrum method, the focus is to build the product iteratively by using the fixed-length 
development periods called sprints. Good evaluation and the rapidly gained feedback 
from the product tests are required while used the short iterations. Visual artifacts, such 
as task boards and burndown charts used during the sprints acts as a motivator of the 
Scrum development team. [17] The approach of Scrum method is to concentrate highly 
collaborative working towards frequent delivery and continuous improvement. In addi-
tion, the responsibilities of the roles in Scrum are clearly defined. The artefacts used in 
Scrum are product increment, product backlog and sprint backlog. Additionally to these, 
the quality of the product is taken in to account by using the tool called definition of done. 
[18] 
 
The structure of Scrum method consists three roles. The roles are Scrum Master, Prod-
uct owner and Scrum Team. The Product owner’s task is to bring the requirements of 
the product to the product backlog. During the sprint, the Scrum team implements the 
increment of functional product according to the requirements in product backlog. The 
role of Scrum master is to support the other roles in their work and eliminate issues that 
might be faced. [18] 
 
In Scrum method, the structure repeated in every sprint includes four events that are 
sprint planning, daily Scrum, sprint demo and sprint retrospective. In the sprint planning 
there is defined what should be fulfilled in the upcoming sprint. During the sprint is held 
the daily Scrum that is 15 minutes meeting for synchronizing the Scrum team’s work. 
The sprint demo is where the Scrum team is presenting the deliverables produced in the 
sprint. The sprint retrospective is for reviewing the successes and difficulties faced during 
the sprint for improving the working in the next sprints. [17]  
 Scrum of Scrums 
The Scrum of Scums integrates the work of several Scrum teams that are working with 
the same project. The aim of the integrations in Scrum of Scrums is to allow communi-
cation between the Scrum teams. By that is ensured that the team’s software output 
integrates with the other teams outputs. That is needs especially when there is overlap-
ping or needed a particular sequence of events. [19] 
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The Scrum of Scrums’ meeting consist one person of each Scrum team. The Scrum 
team choose the person to be as ambassador in the Scrum of Scrums meeting. The 
ambassadors’ role in the Scrum team may be the teams’ Scrum masters or the technical 
contributor depending on the context. [20] The Scrum of Scrums meetings are held for 
coordinating the work of various Scrum teams. The ambassadors should be able to pre-
sent the accomplishments after the last meeting, the possible occurred problems and 
their effects to the team’s work. Additionally, there is presented the aimed accomplish-
ments before next meeting. If there is found any interference problems of other teams 
that may effect to the team’s work that is presented too. For keeping track of these, there 
is held a Scrum of Scrums’ product backlog that is maintaining the chief Scrum master. 
[19] 
4.3 Product Owner in Agile Software Development 
The product owner in agile software development is responsible for that the development 
team’s work produces as valuable as possible product. The product owner’s role and 
responsibilities are managed by one person. To be able to succeed in the product owner 
work, the organization needs to have respect to the product owner’s decisions. The prod-
uct owner is only person managing the product backlog. If there is desired to present the 
changes in to a backlog prioritization that needs to be agreed with the product owner. 
[21] The product owner is responsible for offering the clarification of the product backlog 
items to the development team and deciding the items to be developed. [22] 
 
Performing the product owner role, there are several main activities. Identifying and de-
scribing clearly the items in the backlog to offer an understanding of the problem and 
solution to the development team. By prioritizing the backlog items and decision-making 
according to that is done for being able to deliver the maximum result with less effort. 
Product owner evaluates is the item of the product backlog delivered sufficiently. [22] 
The product owner may implement the activities by itself or delegate those to the devel-
opment team. Nevertheless, accountability of performing the activities remains with the 
product owner. [21] 
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4.4 GDS 
The agile experiment and implementation method takes advantage of the Government 
Digital Service (GDS) of British government. GDS is a part of the British government 
Cabinet Office and its purpose is to work for the government digital transformation. That 
is done in area of digital, technology and data by supporting the departments in their 
transformation by building the platforms, standards and services with them. [23] 
 
Work of DGS is open, agile and guided by a set of design principles. Starting point for 
GDS’s work is always the users’ needs. Additionally to the work done with the depart-
ments, the GDS work towards simpler and better public services in whole government. 
That relates the platforms building such as GOV.UK, ensuring the good quality and us-
ability of the government data and supporting the departments’ decision-making when 
acquiring the technology. [23] 
4.5 PRINCE2 
Projects in controlled environments (PRINCE2) is widely known method for project man-
agement. Using the best-practice approach of the PRINCE2 has been found to increase 
the probability of a project successes. However, using the PRINCE2 is not guarantee of 
a successful project. Instead, the PRINCE2 offers an aspects and ideas how to manage 
the project. One may use that while evaluating if there is deficiencies in the project man-
agement. [24] Structure of the PRINCE2 is based to the seven principles, processes and 
themes. Flexibility of the PRINCE2 enables the method’s scaling for different type and 
size projects. [25] 
 
The PRINCE2 principles presents the requirements and good practises to follow. When 
managing the project by using the PRINCE2, these seven principles needs to be used, 
unless it is not counted as a PRINCE2 project. Processes of PRINCE2 defines the 
needed steps for the project lifecycle. Each of the seven processes consists checklist 
where is collected the recommended activities and related responsibilities. Additionally 
it includes the guidance to tailoring the processes to a specific environment. [25] Themes 
of PRINCE2 describes the recommended ways of carry out the certain aspects of the 
project.  Any of the themes could be used throughout all the processes and several 
themes may be used in one process. [24] 
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4.6 Lean 
The main focus of the Lean is enterprise value stream. In the Lean, the consumer world 
is the content used as an input of the value steam when starting the development. By 
that the each activities done subsequent would add value to the customer. Lean avoids 
of waste in production that reduces the value and favour the continuous improvement to 
increase the value. Utilizing the Lean, the use of agile principles and ideas have better 
support in the project. The Lean is more about people and interacting than processes 
and tools. [26] 
 
Applying the Lean principles to software development is gained a lightweight up-front 
architecture. That means there is reduced waste such as reworking, unnecessary arti-
facts and wait states. [26] First of the five principles of Lean is the value. That is to say 
the value of the product from the customer’s point of view. Second is value stream. Whit 
that is defined the needed steps in the value stream by same time reducing the steps 
that are not producing value. After that is the principle of flow, that is for organizing the 
steps so the product is flowing smoothly to the customer. Fourth principle is pull, which 
enables the customer to pull the value from the stream activities. Last one of the princi-
ples is perfection that wraps up together the above principles. The principle of perfection 
is to repeat the process until have reached the state of value perfection where is no 
waste created. [27] 
4.7 SAFe 
The scaled agile framework called SAFe is an interactive software framework. With 
SAFe, the large enterprises may apply the practices of Lean-Agile and Scrum. Nature of 
SAFe is that it guides exactly what the organizations needs to be implementing. [28] 
SAFe framework is knowledge base that is available free online. With SAFe high amount 
of knowledge is described the roles, responsibilities, artifacts and activities needed in 
Lean-Agile development implementation. SAFe enables co-operation, collaboration, and 
delivery between several agile teams. Use of SAFe can be scaled from the small solu-
tions to the complex systems environments. With scalability and configurability, SAFe 
can be adapted to different kind of an organization's needs. [29] 
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With the four out-the-box configurations, the SAFe enables support for wide range of 
different kind of development environments. The Essential SAFe configuration is the 
most simple configuration of SAFe and seen as a heart of the framework. Portfolio SAFe 
configuration is for aligning the portfolio execution to the organization’s strategy. Large 
solution SAFe is used when developed large and complex solutions whit multiple agile 
release trains and service vendors. However, in the large solution SAFe is not needed a 
portfolio-level considerations. Full SAFe is for organizations that are building and main-
taining the large integrated solutions and it contains all of the presented SAFE configu-
rations. [29] 
4.8 Summary 
There are a number of different approaches and perspectives to implement the agile 
software development. It is important to choose the right methods for different kind of a 
software development needs and applying those according to the environment require-
ments. The methods, frameworks and ideologies presented in this section affect in the 
structure and content of the agile experiment and implementation method. By that, these 
are involved in the case study of this Thesis.  
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5 Implementing Product Owner Role – CASE Huvaja 
This section describes the implementation of the case study. It starts with an overview 
to the baseline of the case study and presents the initial data of the project. Then the 
implementation of the case study is carried out and the findings are collected by following 
the research process presented in section 3.2.  
 
The resource booking system, called Huvaja, a renewal project is the case study of this 
Thesis research. The service owner of the Huvaja resource booking system is located in 
the Administrative Division of the case organization. The project owner is located in the 
CITO of the case organization. The product owner of the project is located in the Kanslia 
ICT of the case organization. Other roles, resources and stakeholders of the project are 
introduced in the case study in the point they appear. 
 
The tasks and requirements of the phases come from the agile experiment and imple-
mentation method. The product owner is responsible of the tasks. Exception to that is 
the phase that includes the tasks of setting up the project environment. That phase in-
cludes tasks to the several different roles for the case organization. Within the phases, 
the implementation of the tasks may proceed partially overlapping or the tasks may 
change the order of appearance. The case organization hoped for the product owner to 
pay a particular attention to the user experience and feedback from the users as part of 
the software development especially at the experiment part.  
 
If the case study project needs to acquire the expert services, it follows the recommen-
dation of the case organization to use primarily the service design and the open source 
software development framework agreements.  
5.1 Project Setting 
Target of the project setting phase is to build the project organization, liable employees 
to the key roles, define the key stakeholders of the project and set the boundaries such 
as timetable and budget. Tasks of the project setting phase in the case project are: 
 
 Setting the product owner to the project 
 Setting the steering group to the project 
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 Defining the in-house technical support needed in the project 
 Resourcing the product owner 
 Defining the key stakeholders of the project 
 Product owner's familiarization to the project 
 Project timetable 
 Project budget 
 Preliminary plan of the project for the steering group to get permission to start 
the project 
 
In the project setting phase, not all tasks are directly the product owner’s responsibilities, 
but the case organization is taking care part of them. The tasks in this phase should be 
fulfilled as precise as possible. However, some of the tasks may need specifying during 
the project. 
 
Implementation of the tasks started with setting the structure and key roles to the case 
project and defining the key stakeholders. The structure of the project management in 
KEHMET is divided in four options [30]. In the case project the structure option three was 
used that consists the steering group and the project group. Key roles defined for the 
case project are the product owner and the members of the steering group. The mem-
bers of the project group may vary during the development. However, the product owner 
is a permanent part of the project group. As KEHMET states [30], the other defined roles 
are an ICT architect, a solution architect and an information security and data protection 
responsible. If expertise of these roles are needed, these are available from the CITO 
for this case project. 
 
Internal stakeholders defined for the case project at this point are a specialist group and 
a users group. The specialist group consists the specialist of the renewable information 
system. The specialist group is an important group especially in the discovery phase to 
produce input for the development. Specialist group acts also a pre-testing group for the 
Huvaja before releasing it to the users group testing. Users group consists the employ-
ees of the City Executive Office. The users group is involved in the project when collect-
ing the information about the needs and desires of the information system features and 
functionalities. In addition, the user group may take a part to the testing of the information 
system in the implementation phase of the project. 
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External stakeholders defined in this point are service vendors that may be used via 
framework agreements. The information office of the City of Helsinki Executive office is 
taking care of the information of the development to the users. The project group handles 
the information inside the project organization and to the specialist group. 
 
The product owner is a part of the steering group and the project group and operates as 
a link between the other actors in the project as illustrated in the Figure 4. Product owner 
acts as a presenter in the steering group meetings and keep the steering group up to 
date about the project progress. Product owner is authorized by the steering group to 
make decisions of the project operative actions in the project group. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To be able to carry out the case project, the product owner is familiarized to the role and 
responsibilities of the product owner, project environment and the used methods by the 
case organization. In addition, the product owner is instructed how to operate with the 
CITO and what kind of a project group and steering group roles there is in agile software 
development.  
 
Figure 4. Links of Product Owner in Case Project. 
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The product owner typically needs a technical support in the project. For the technical 
support, there is defined two actors: the technical support of AOK and the technical sup-
port of Kanslia ICT. The technical support of AOK is focusing to the software design and 
development and supporting the use of open source software development framework 
agreement. If needed, the AOK offers a leading developer to the project that guides the 
work of software developers during the project.  
 
The technical support needed from the Kanslia ICT in the project relates to the technical 
infrastructure of the case organization’s environment and the existing services that may 
need to be integrated to the Huvaja. In addition, the technical solutions such as authen-
tication may need a technical support from the Kanslia ICT.  
 
In the project setting phase, the steering group sets the timetable for the case study 
experiment part. It starts with the project setting followed by the discovery and alfa 
phases. The targeted time to complete the phases is four months. The timetable for the 
implementation will be evaluated after the experiment part is finished. In addition to the 
timetable, the budget of the project is set for the experiment part only. The budget of the 
implementation is evaluated as well after the experiment part. 
 
Evaluation of the fits and gaps and findings of the tasks are presented in Appendix 2. 
The challenges in the implementation of the tasks in this phase was focused to the or-
ganizational aspects. The product owner’s resourcing was complicated due the owner-
ship of the information system. The agile experiment and implementation method is fo-
cused to the software development and therefore the product owner needs to be IT-
oriented. Even if it is recommendable that the product owner is the same during the 
development and in the maintenance, there was made a decision to asset the product 
owner from the Kanslia ICT to the development project. If the information system devel-
opment proceeds to the live phase, the product owner’s role will be handed to the service 
owner.  
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Product owner’s familiarization to the project environment was defective. The information 
about the current state of the renewable information system was available, but there was 
lack in the guidance to the use of agile experiment and implementation method. In addi-
tion, the available documentation was not in a sufficient level to gain enough knowledge 
about the working in agile software development environment and the organization’s 
support for the product owner was not adequate. To understand the product owner’s role 
in the agile software development in case organization’s environment and the use of 
agile experiment and implementation method, the product owner would need a training 
from them, but that was not available. The solution to cover this problem was to use of 
the knowledge of the experts in the case organization that could help the product owner 
and share their expertise whenever needed.    
 
The target of this phase was reached in sufficient level. The project group was build, 
responsibilities were pointed to the key roles and the boundaries were set. It was taken 
into account that gaps founded in this phase may bring challenges in the following 
phases, but they were not preventing to continue with the project. Steering group ac-
cepted the preliminary project plan and gave the permission to proceed to the project 
implementation.  
5.2 Experiment  
The nature of the experiment part is to observe the subject, identify needs and try out 
possible solutions. The experiment part is divided into two phases, discovery and alfa. 
Discovery phase covers the background investigation and collecting the requirements 
for the development. The alfa phase is for the prototype implementation based to the 
gained information of the discovery phase. After the alfa phase, the success of the ex-
periment part is evaluated. According to the evaluation, the experiment part will be re-
done, the case project proceeds to the implementation part or the case project is termi-
nated. 
 
Involving the users to the development is essential in the experiment part. In this case 
project that was done by using the user query and the workshop with the users to gain 
the requirements for the Huvaja alfa implementation and by user testing in the alfa phase 
to gain the feedback of the Huvaja prototype.  
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 Discovery 
There is described two main purposes of the discovery phase in the agile experiment 
and development method. The purposes are to create an understanding of the needs of 
the service and to define the options for the solution. The target of the discovery phase 
is to found out if the idea of the service is promising enough for the prototype implemen-
tation. The discovery phase is continued until the sufficient starting point to the alfa phase 
prototype development have been achieved. [7] 
 
The discovery phase of the case project includes defining the purpose of the Huvaja, 
collecting the user needs and selecting the solution for alfa phase prototype implemen-
tation. After that is produced the vision of the Huvaja and the preliminary roadmap for 
the project. The discovery phase includes tasks to the product owner in the case project 
as follows: 
 
 Defining and acquiring the organization's internal resources needed for the 
phase  
 Current state analysis 
 User query 
 Analyzation of the user query 
 Committing the specialist group and the key role users to the requirement spec-
ification  
 Service design acquisition 
 Formulating the roles and requirements of the Huvaja– workshop 
 Selecting the user stories for the alfa prototype implementation 
 Options of the solution to the alfa phase 
 Vision canvas 
 Preliminary roadmap 
 Benefits comparison 
 Phase ending presentation to the steering group 
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At the beginning of the implementation of the discovery phase, the needed organization’s 
experts were collected in the project group. In addition to the product owner, these were 
the technical support, expert of the renewable information system and the service design 
expert. For getting to understanding about the current state of the renewable information 
system there was an analyzation about the available information of it such as description 
of the current system maintenance and the documentation of earlier pilot project includ-
ing requirements defined at that point.  
 
For gaining a wider view of the users’ expectations and needs for the Huvaja, there was 
carried out the user survey to the users group. The user survey offered answers to the 
project about how satisfied the users are with the current system. The results of user 
satisfaction with the current system are illustrated in the Table 1, where one point stands 
for a low satisfaction and five points stands for a high satisfaction. The overall satisfaction 
with the current system was 2,4 out of 5. In addition, the user survey presented answers 
about how reliable users see the system and what are the key elements that should be 
developed. 
 
Table 1. User satisfaction of current system. 
 Low satisfaction High satisfaction 
Satisfaction  
Number of 
answerers 
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After the user survey analyzation the project had preliminary guidelines for the require-
ments, but those needed to be specified in more detailed. For that purpose, one needed 
the users of the specialist group to work with the project group. For supporting the project 
group’s and the specialist group’s work there was acquired the service designing exper-
tise work by using the service design framework agreement. The service design methods 
and consultant expertise was exploit by carrying out the user interviews for the users in 
the specialist group. The results of the interviews was analyzed and according to those, 
there were created the preliminary roles and requirements for the Huvaja. Then the pre-
liminary roles and requirements was processed with the specialist group and the service 
design experts in the workshop. As an outcome of the workshop was defined the roles 
of the Huvaja and the requirements were formulated to the user stories. The product 
owner was evaluating the workload of user stories with the project group. After that, the 
product owner chose the user stories for the alfa phase prototype implementation.  
 
For choosing the technical solution to the alfa prototype implementation there was a 
study about the existing solutions in the case organization’s environment and discus-
sions with the technical support of AOK. Based on these, it was decided to utilize the 
existing interface solution and create the new user interface for Huvaja. It was noted, 
that the existing interface solution might need a new instance for the Huvaja.  
 
The evaluation of Huvaja benefits was done by comparing the current state to the aimed 
information system implementation. In addition to the cost-benefit analyzation, the user 
experience was an important beneficial aspect. After that, the vision was done for col-
lecting the information gained in this phase to a one condensed form. The vision canvas 
illustrated in the Appendix 3 crystallized the needs and the potential users of the infor-
mation system, the proposed technical solution and how the information system pro-
duces value to the users. Last in this phase was created a road map for the information 
system implementation. 
 
The fits and gaps of different tasks in discovery phase are presented in Appendix 2. As 
a finding of this phase, the roles and requirements of the Huvaja were produced suc-
cessfully. However, defining and acquiring the organization’s internal resources in the 
beginning of the discovery phase was difficult because there was not a clear under-
standing what expertise was needed during the phase. Therefore, the need of internal 
resources was discovered only during the phase.  
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Committing the specialist group to the roles and requirements specification was chal-
lenging because of the product owner’s insufficient knowledge about the specialist role 
users. In addition, the expert role user’s understanding of working with the agile manners 
was not in a sufficient level for fluent working. The product owner was helping and di-
recting the specialist group closely.  
 
Acquiring the expertise work via service design framework agreement succeeded, but 
the guidance to use the framework agreement was insufficient. Product owner needed 
support from the CITO experts to define the appropriate way of using the framework 
agreement. In addition, producing the documentation in the discovery phase was par-
tially challenging. There was not enough information on how to use the vision canvas 
presented in the agile experiment and implementation method. The case organization 
could not support the use of vision canvas so the project needed to acquire the support 
from the service design experts. 
 
The service design and focus in user experience was one of the key elements in the 
discovery phase and using services from service design expert contributed the project. 
By collecting and evaluating the users’ needs and formulating those with the expert 
group, gained the user stories for the alfa prototype implementation. The vision canvas 
of the project benefit the comparison and the preliminary idea of proceeding to the alfa 
phase prototype implementation was presented to the steering group. The steering group 
decided that the discovery phase had produced the needed information to start the im-
plementation of the information system and gave the permission to proceed to the alfa 
phase. 
 Alfa 
The target of the alfa phase is to try out the solution of the service by implementing the 
prototype of it. The aim of the solution prototype implementation is to gain feedback from 
the users that is the prototype producing the desired outcome and leading the develop-
ment in the right direction. In addition, the alfa phase should reveal the possible chal-
lenges in the solution implementation suitability to the case organization’s technical en-
vironment and in the planned service processes. The alfa phase can be started when 
the steering group have approved that the discovery phase have properly ended. To 
succeeding in the alfa phase, the main metric is the user satisfaction to the prototype. 
The user satisfaction rate should be at least 60 percent. [7] 
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In the case project, the alfa phase covers the implementation of the Huvaja prototype 
and users testing of it. The user stories selected in the discovery phase defines the func-
tionalities implemented in the prototype. The specialist group acts as a test group in the 
alfa phase prototype testing. The alfa phase tasks to the product owner in the case pro-
ject are: 
 
 Implementation plan 
 Defining and acquiring the organization’s internal resources needed for the 
phase 
 Using the Kanban 
 Utilizing existing data and systems 
 Status presentation to the steering group 
 Open source software coding acquisition 
 Setting up the test group 
 Service design acquisition for creating the test model 
 Setting up the project group working and reviews  
 Organizing the testing of the prototype 
 Analyzation of the test feedback 
 Analyzation of the technical solution of the prototype 
 Analyzation of the information security of the prototype 
 Phase ending presentation to the steering group 
 
The alfa phase started with panning the phase implementation and defining the organi-
zation’s internal resources to the phase. In the implementation plan there was identified 
the need of acquiring the open source software coding work for the prototype implemen-
tation as well as service design expert to work for creating the test model. The project 
group was selected to be same as in the discovery phase but additionally included the 
internal resource from AOK for user interface designing. In addition, the project group 
was completed with one acquired developer. 
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The Kanban board was used to arrange the user stories that were selected in the dis-
covery phase, to the tasks for implementing the Huvaja prototype. The tool used for 
managing the tasks was Trello application. After discussions with the technical support 
of AOK, there was made a decision not to build the integrations in the alfa phase. The 
need of integrations was identified, but the functionalities of the prototype could be pro-
duced and tested as a standalone implementation. After these, the implementation plan 
and the choices made for the alfa phase was presented to the steering group. The steer-
ing group approved the plan and acquisitions for the alfa phase.  
 
The open source software coding acquisition was made using the framework agreement. 
After that was settled the practices for project group working and the reviews of the pro-
totype during the implementation. The prototype testing was set to carry out after the 
implementation. For the agile software testing, there was not existing practice in the case 
organization. Therefore there was produced the testing model presented in Appendix 4. 
The testing model was produced so that it serves also testing in the implementation part 
of the case project. For creating the testing model and producing the testing plan, there 
was acquired the service designing via service design framework agreement. 
 
The prototype implementation took four weeks. After two weeks, there was kept the re-
view with the project group. During the prototype implementation, the test group was set 
and guided to the testing. The test group in the alfa phase prototype testing was the 
specialist group. After four weeks development, the implemented prototype was re-
viewed with the specialist group. After review, the test group tested the prototype as an 
individual testing by following the test model.  
 
Feedback of the test group was captured and then analyzed. The technical solution va-
lidity and the security of the prototype was analyzed according to the information gained 
from the AOK technical support about the code validity and the security aspects of the 
implementation. 
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Fits and gaps of the alfa phase tasks and findings are presented in the Appendix 2. 
Organizing the internal resources and producing the phase implementation plan was 
carried out successfully. The gaps was founded using the Kanban method and Trello 
application. These were not familiar to the product owner and there was not guidance in 
the case organization on how to use them. For using the Kanban method and Trello 
application the product owner needed support from the CITO experts and AOK technical 
support. The existing data and system utilization was challenging due it was not clear in 
the beginning of the phase that what data or system integrations might be needed in the 
prototype implementation and is there expertise available to carry out the possible inte-
gration.  
 
The open source software coding acquisition contained a gap because there was no 
guidance available for the product owner of using the framework agreement and what 
information the invitation for tenders should contain. The product owner gained the sup-
port for producing the invitation for tenders from the CITO experts. The service design 
acquisition for creating the test model was done successfully, but organizing the tests 
and the test group was partially challenging because the test period was short and the 
product owner had to fit the timetables of the users in the test group to the testing sched-
ule  
 
The phase ending presentation to the steering group included results of the user testing 
of the prototype. The key result was that 88 percent of the test group was satisfied of the 
prototype. In addition, presentation offered an evaluation of the implemented prototype 
technical validity and security and the used time and budget of the experiment part of 
the case project. The steering group considered that the experiment part of the project 
had produced the needed information for making decisions for next steps. The steering 
group decided that the case project proceeds to the implementation part.  
5.3 Implementation 
The target of the implementation part is to proceed the development started in the alfa 
phase, produce the usable software, and ensure the maintenance and lifecycle of it. The 
implementation part includes the beta phase for the software development and the live 
phase for releasing, maintaining and deactivating the software.  
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In this case project, the information system development in the beta phase bases to the 
prototype implemented in the alfa phase. If the project proceeds to the live phase, there 
is done the transition of the product owner’s role from case project product owner to the 
service owner. This case project live phase does not include the deactivation of the in-
formation system. The case project ends at the latest when the maintenance of the Hu-
vaja has been ensured and the responsibility of the information system has been trans-
ferred to the product owner.  
 Beta 
The beta phase of the agile experiment and implementation method is for the actual 
implementation of the service. It starts with the investment decision and proceeds to the 
implementation of the service. The implementation is done by following the minimum 
viable product (MVP) ideology that is focusing the features that are the most beneficial 
for users. User stories selected for the beta implementation should pay attention to the 
information security features and non-functional requirements that take into account risk 
analysis and security of the service. The targeted outcome of the beta phase is to pro-
duce a service that is mature enough to be released to the production environment. [7] 
 
In the case project, the beta phase specifies the vision of Huvaja and defines the scope 
of the implementation. According to that the budget and timetable for the implementation 
is set. The beta phase implements the software and expands the testing to a wider group 
of users. Product owner’s tasks in the case project’s beta phase are: 
 
 Selection and prioritization of the use cases for the implementation 
 Implementation plan 
 Defining and acquiring the organization’s internal resources needed for the phase 
 Specifying the vision canvas 
 Specifying the roadmap 
 Selection of the architectural solutions 
 Status presentation to the steering group 
 Open source software coding acquisition  
 Building a Scrum team 
 Setting up the conditions for the definition of done 
 Organizing the product backlog 
 Setting up the sprint planning, reviews and retrospectives 
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 Observing the development and evaluating the output according to the definition 
of done 
 Organizing the testing for limited group of users to test the Huvaja during the 
development 
 Analyzation of the feedback 
 Status presentation to the steering group 
 Organizing the data validation for the production-like open beta testing 
 Ensuring the support for the Huvaja during the open beta testing 
 Ensuring the support for the integrations during the open beta testing 
 Organizing the open beta testing 
 Analyzation of the beta test feedback 
 Organizing the review of the information security and code quality of the Huvaja 
 Phase ending presentation to the steering group 
 
In the beginning of the beta phase was selected and prioritized the use cases for the 
Huvaja implementation. The use cases selection based to the user test feedback of the 
alfa phase prototype testing. The prioritization of the use cases was done by following 
the MVP idea by evaluating which features may produce most benefit for the users.  
 
After use cases selection there was done the implementation plan for the beta phase. In 
addition, the vision canvas and roadmap was specified based on the information gained 
form the experiment part. Next was defined and acquired the organization’s internal re-
sources for the phase. In addition to the product owner, the project group included the 
technical support from the AOK. External resources will be added to the project group if 
needed. At this point, there was not yet paid attention for the possible need of internal 
resources for the open beta testing.  
 
In collaboration with the AOK technical support there was selected the technical archi-
tecture and the solution for the Huvaja implementation. In addition, the needed integra-
tions was defined. Technical support of Kanslia ICT was needed when the integrations 
are implemented. After that the implementation plan, vision of the Huvaja and the 
roadmap was presented to the steering group. Steering group accepted the plan of the 
Huvaja implementation and set the budget and the timetable to the implementation. At 
this point, the timetable was only for the implementation and the timetable for the open 
beta testing will be defined after the Huvaja implementation is done.  
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Next step was the open source software coding acquisition for the implementation. The 
acquired open source software coding experts was included to the project group. The 
suggested method for beta phase software implementation was according to the agile 
experiment and implementation method Scrum. The project group was build according 
to that guidance. The Scrum team in this case project included the product owner and 
the Scrum team. The Scrum team consists a leader developer, another developer and a 
user interface designer from the AOK and two acquired developers. The Scrum master 
was not set and the tasks of Scrum master role was divided between the product owner 
and the leader developer.  
 
The Definition of Done (DoD) was set for the features that will be implemented in the 
beta phase. DoD included the demand of user satisfaction in user tests and the technical 
requirements such as code testing and architectural demands. After that there was or-
ganized the development cycles called sprints. Sprints length was decided to be two 
weeks including a sprint planning, a review and a retrospective. After every sprint there 
should be DoD approved features ready for the user testing. The product backlog for 
implementation was built in collaboration with the Scrum team. 
 
In to every sprint, the Scrum team chose the features from the project backlog to be 
implemented. The sprint backlogs and the project backlog were held in a Trello applica-
tion as the Figure 5 illustrates. During the Huvaja implementation, the product owner was 
observing the development and evaluating the output according to the DoD. The product 
owner was guiding the Scrum team and making a backlog prioritization when needed.   
  
Figure 5. Project Backlog and Sprint Backlogs in Trello Application. 
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In the beta implementation, there was an organized limited group of users to test the 
features during the development. The test group consists mainly the users from the spe-
cialist group, but in addition to that a few users from the user group. After each sprint, 
the product owner informed the test group about the new features of Huvaja. The testing 
was continuous and users could provide feedback at any stage. Product owner collected 
and analyzed the feedback. After the implementation of Huvaja was done and tested, 
the status of the project was presented to the steering group. Presentation included ad-
ditionally the implementation outputs and the test users’ feedback. Steering group was 
satisfied to the Huvaja implementation and allowed the project continue to the open beta 
testing. The open beta testing environment was agreed to be production-like, but with a 
limited data. The duration of the open beta testing was set to two months.  
 
Building the open beta testing was started with organizing the data validation. The test 
data used in the alfa and beta implementations and testing needed to be cleaned. After 
that, the valid data was imported to the Huvaja for the production-like testing. Next was 
ensured that the Huvaja and the integrations of it had a sufficient technical support during 
the open beta testing. In addition, the contact channels of the technical support and pro-
cesses of problem solving was set. To the Huvaja was build the feedback feature for 
collecting the open beta testing feedback. Then the open beta testing was informed to 
the test users. The open beta testing was available for the user group that consists all 
the City Executive Office users. 
 
Feedback of the open beta testing of Huvaja was collected and analyzed during the test-
ing. When problems were observed, the product owner forwarded the information to the 
needed technical support. Observed problems were solved and the users’ development 
proposals were collected. At the same time there was organized a review of the infor-
mation security and code quality of the Huvaja. The review was done in collaboration 
with the AOK technical support.  
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The fits, gaps, and findings of the beta phase are presented in the Appendix 2. Tasks for 
specifying the Huvaja before implementation was carries out successfully. The selection 
and prioritization of the use cases was challenging because there was no clear under-
standing of the wideness of the implementation at that point. The product owner pro-
posed the selected use cases to the steering group. The steering group made the deci-
sion of the wideness of the Huvaja implementation and the product owner fitted the use 
cases to that. In addition, acquiring the internal resources for the phase was found chal-
lenging due to it was not clear at that point if there was need for more support for inte-
gration building.  
 
Open source software coding was acquired successfully, but there was difficulties to stay 
within the budget of the back end coding of the interface. That was solved by doing 
collaboration with another service that uses the same interface as Huvaja. Building the 
Scrum team, organizing the backlog and setting up the conditions for DoD was challeng-
ing because of the product owner’s inexperience. For Scrum team building, there was 
information available for the product owner from the external sources. The backlog was 
organized in collaboration with the AOK technical support. For defining the DoD there 
was support available for the product owner in the CITO.  
 
The technical support for Huvaja for the open beta testing was organized successfully. 
However, organizing the support for integrations and data validation was found challeng-
ing. The processes for validating and importing the data was not clear and the service 
vendors’ contact persons for integrations support was not set. For solving these, exper-
tise from Kanslia ICT was needed. The open beta testing and feedback analyzation was 
carried out successfully. Organizing the review of the information security and code qual-
ity was problematic due the lack of product owner’s knowledge about the case organiza-
tion’s instructions for that. The support of CITO and AOK helped to carry out this task.  
 
After the analyzation of the open beta testing feedback and the technical review, the 
results were presented to the steering group. Huvaja did not include open problems to 
be solved, the integrations functionality and support was ensured and the feedback of 
the open beta testing was indicating a sufficient user satisfaction.  
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The budget of the beta phase was kept. Timetable was delayed, but it did not affect the 
overall project. According to that information, the steering group stated that the Huvaja 
is ready to be released for the production. The steering group’s conditions for going live 
phase was to arrange an external technical maintenance for the Huvaja and the product 
owner responsibilities transition from the project to the service owner. 
 Live 
The live phase of the agile experiment and implementation method is for finishing and 
releasing the service. In that phase the service is taken under the maintenance and sup-
port and its agreed service levels (SLA) are monitored. Under the live phase can be done 
only updates and minor development to the service. In case there is a need for a larger 
development of the service, one should initiate a separate development project. Live 
phase can be started when the steering group have approved the service to be released 
and the possible problems occurred in the user testing have been solved. Life phase for 
maintaining the service can took for years and it ends to the service deactivation. [7] 
 
The live phase of the case project ensures the technical support and produces the 
needed documentation for Huvaja maintenance. In addition, there is acquired the exter-
nal service vendor for maintaining the Huvaja according to the requirements from the 
steering group. In this phase is defined the SLAs for the service and ensured the support 
for the integrations. The product owner’s role is handed over to the service owner at the 
end of the phase. In the live phase of the case project the tasks of the product owner 
are: 
 
 Transition plan from beta to live 
 Defining and acquiring the organization's internal resources needed for the phase 
 Maintenance plan of the Huvaja 
 Defining the service level  
 Price inquiry for the maintaining the Huvaja 
 Status presentation to the steering group 
 System maintenance acquisition 
 Technical review of the Huvaja 
 Architectural review of the Huvaja 
 Documentation of person register and data protection of the Huvaja 
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 Ensuring the collection of the continuous customer feedback 
 Ensuring the integrations maintenance 
 Ensuring the organization’s internal processes for Huvaja maintaining  
 Continuity and recovery plans 
 Organizing the data validation 
 Ensuring documentation of the information system structure, maintenance poli-
cies and agreed practices for the service owner 
 Ensuring the Huvaja technical transition to the external service provider 
 Transferring the Huvaja responsibilities from project product owner to the service 
owner 
 Project ending presentation to the steering group 
 
The live phase started with producing the plan for transitioning from beta to live. The 
organization’s internal resources to the phase consists service owner’s experts for de-
fining the needs of maintenance and the technical support of Kanslia ICT and AOK for 
the technical information system transition from beta to live. In collaboration with the 
service owner’s experts there were defined the targets of the maintenance and created 
the maintenance plan. In addition, the desired SLA was defined. Based on the mainte-
nance plan and the desired SLA, the price inquiry for the Huvaja maintenance was pro-
duced and sent to three service providers.  
 
After receiving the offers of the Huvaja maintenance from the service providers, the tran-
sition plan, maintenance plan and the offers of maintenance were presented to the steer-
ing group. The steering group accepted the transition plan and evaluated that the re-
ceived offers of Huvaja maintenance was eligible. The service owner made a decision of 
the service provider to the Huvaja maintenance. The service owner is responsible for the 
cost of the maintenance. The steering group did not set the budget for the live phase 
because no expert work acquisitions were needed. Tasks of the live phase will be carried 
out by internal resources. 
 
The Huvaja maintenance acquisition was prepared and then the ordering documents 
were send to the service owner. Service owner made an order of Huvaja maintenance 
to the selected service provider. In addition, the service owner pointed the product owner 
from the City Administrative Office to be responsible of the Huvaja in maintenance phase.  
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After that was started the preparations for the Huvaja release. First was carried out the 
technical and architectural review of the Huvaja. These were done in collaboration with 
the experts of the CITO and the technical support of AOK. The Huvaja was added to the 
City Administrative Office’s information system portfolio by Kanslia ICT and the needed 
data protection validation was done. It was agreed, that the maintenance product owner 
is responsible for producing the continuity and recovery plans according to the continuity 
and recovery processes in the City Administrative Office.   
 
  When the Huvaja was technically validated and added to the information system port-
folio, there was ensured the environment documentation and the internal processes. 
That included the structure and integrations of Huvaja as illustrated in the Figure 6, 
maintenance policies and agreed practices. In addition, that included how to ensure the 
case organization’s internal processes for Huvaja maintenance such as the agreed in-
formation channels in problem situations. After that, the product owner ensured the feed-
back feature built in the beta phase was in use and the gained feedback was directed to 
the maintenance product owner.  
 
Before releasing the Huvaja, the data of it was validated. The data needed from the old 
resource booking system was integrated to the Huvaja in collaboration with the AOK 
technical support. Data specifications needed for the integrations was done with the 
technical support of Kanslia ICT. The product owner was ensuring the technical transition 
of the Huvaja. The transition was done between the technical support of AOK and exter-
nal service provider. At the same time the responsibilities of Huvaja was transferred to 
the maintenance product owner. After that, the Huvaja was released. 
Figure 6. Structure of Huvaja and Its Integrations. 
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As presented in the fits and gaps of the live phase in Appendix 2, the acquisition of the 
Huvaja maintenance was carried out successfully. However, preparing the acquisition 
faced challenges while defining the internal resources to the phase. The service owner 
could not set the product owner of the Huvaja maintenance at this point. The product 
owner of the Huvaja maintenance was set just before the technical transition of the Hu-
vaja. Therefore defining the requirements for Huvaja maintenance was carried out by 
two users of the specialist group that acted as representatives of the service owner. For 
the price inquiry there was no framework agreement to use. In addition, there were not 
available examples or guidance of carrying out the price inquiry in the case organization. 
Support of the CITO was needed to define the content of the price inquiry. 
 
Ensuring the technical reviews and needed documentation of the Huvaja was carried out 
mainly successfully. The integrations maintenance was found challenging due the roles 
and responsibilities of the problem solving process were not set. That was solved by 
creating the processes in collaboration with the integrated systems’ service providers 
and the technical support of Kanslia ICT.  
 
The experiment and implementation method in the case organization did not offer sup-
port or guidance to the transition of the product owner role. For that need, the case pro-
ject produced in collaboration with the CITO a template called “checklist for the transition” 
to support the transition of the product owner role. The checklist for the transition is pre-
sented in the Appendix 5 and the needed documentation such as the maintenance poli-
cies and agreed practices for the maintenance were used in the transition of the product 
owner role. Ensuring the technical transition of Huvaja was found challenging due the 
lack of information about the responsibilities between the technical support of the AOK 
and the external service provider of Huvaja maintenance. That was solved by communi-
cating with the technical support of AOK about the needed tasks of the technical transi-
tion, assigning the tasks and monitoring their implementation.  
 
A project ending presentation to the steering group was held after transitions of the tech-
nical support of the Huvaja maintenance and the product owner role. The presentation 
included an overview of the case project, an evaluation of the case project outcome and 
gained benefits, the lessons learned, the current status of the Huvaja maintenance and 
proposals for the future development. The steering group stated that the case project 
had achieved its objectives and project was ended with a steering group decision. 
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The product owner was able to carry out successfully the case project by following the 
agile experiment and implementation method. However, the findings gained in the case 
project revealed that help was needed from the CITO and other case organization’s ex-
perts in several tasks. Some of the tasks were challenging due the lack of information, 
common practices or knowledge. It is recommendable to analyze these findings and do 
improvements to increase the product owner’s ability to work in agile software develop-
ment projects.   
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6 Findings Analyzation and Key Results 
This section analyses the fits and gaps and the findings gathered in the case study in 
section five. The aim of this analyzation was to identify the main development needs in 
agile software development environment in the case organization. The scope of the an-
alyzation is to find out targets for improving the case organization’s support for the prod-
uct owner and the product owner’s role in agile experiment and implementation method. 
At the end of this section is presented the key results of the analyzation.  
 
Carrying out the case study presented in the section five, there was 78 tasks for the 
product owner. As illustrated in the Figure 7, the overall success of the tasks was 63 
percent. However, it can be concluded that there is a need for some improvement in the 
role of the product owner in the case organization, as 37 percent of the tasks contained 
deficiency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 7. Fit-GAP Ratio of Case Study Tasks. 
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Analysing the gaps of the tasks, one was able to found out that the source of the full 
gaps was related four times to the organizational requirements and one time the method 
requirement. That points to the lacks of organization’s ability to support the product 
owner’s work. As the Figure 8 presents, the partial gaps were found equally from the 
method requirements and organizational requirements. Only in a minor part of the tasks 
the source was other than these. This reveals, that the improvements of the product 
owner role should be pointed to the case organization’s support and the product owner’s 
ability to use the agile experiment and implementation method.  
 
 
The improvements were focused to the organizational and method requirements based 
on the results of the gaps analysation. After that, the findings of tasks related to the 
organizational or method requirements were reviewed. Findings were repeating certain 
themes. These themes were used in key results formulation. 
 
As a key results of the organizational requirements were found that the product owner 
was not familiarized to the case organization’s agile software development environment 
or the usage of the agile experiment and implementation method. Additionally training 
for the product owner’s role or agile experiment and implementation method was not 
available and the product owner was lacking resources to carry out the tasks. The re-
sponsibilities of different agile roles in the case organization was not clarified and it was 
not clear what technical support the AOK and the technical support of Kanslia ICT was 
offering. 
 
Figure 8. Sources of Partial Gaps. 
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The key results of the method requirements were that there was challenges of using the 
required templates and the guidance of their use was missing or insufficient for support-
ing the product owner’s independent working. There was not offered particular tools for 
supporting the working in agile software development project. The used tools were not 
easy to find and their use was not guided. A continuous support of the product owner 
was missing and there was no peer support available to help the product owner to use 
the agile experiment and implementation method. In addition, examples and lessons 
learned of earlier agile software development projects was not offered. In the key results 
was additionally noticed that the product owner’s work was hampered by scattered doc-
umentation and lack of information.   
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7 Recommendations 
This section offers recommendations based to the key results of the data analyzation 
done in the previous section. Recommendations are focused to improve the product 
owner’s ability to use the agile experiment and implementation method and carry out the 
agile software development projects in the case organization’s environment.  
7.1 Resourcing and Training 
To be able to carry out projects in the case organization’s agile software development 
environment, the product owner needs a sufficient support before and during the project. 
For helping the product owner to succeed with the project, it is important to make sure 
that the product owner has necessary knowledge and there are enough resources avail-
able. The recommended improvement areas for that are the familiarization, training and 
resourcing illustrated in the Figure 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Improvement Areas of Product Owner Support. 
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Familiarization  
 
Product owner’s familiarization to the case organization’s agile software development 
manners and environment is one of the recommendations. Being familiar with the case 
organization’s manners and environment helps the product owner to act in the agile soft-
ware development projects. Thereby, it may improve the success of projects and raise 
the quality of the agile software development in the case organization.  
 
For familiarization, one could produce a model that contains the most essential case 
organization’s manners and practices for agile software development. In addition, the 
model could include guidance on how to use the key documentation of the agile experi-
ment and implementation method such as the vision canvas. The product owners’ famil-
iarization could be implemented with discussions or by giving the documentation of the 
needed information to the product owner. Additionally there could be familiarization work-
shops in a case there are several product owners to be familiarized.  
 
Training 
 
One recommendation is to offer a training of agile framework especially to the less ex-
perienced product owners. By training one is able to gain the sufficient general level 
knowledge for acting in the agile development environment and the role of product owner 
in it. A certified product owner training could be a requirement for the product owners 
and it should be offered by the case organization. Additionally it would be beneficial to 
offer also training for other agile software development roles and for those who are work-
ing in any position in the agile software development in the case organization. 
 
After the employees have gained the general level knowledge of the agile framework, all 
product owners should be trained to use the agile experiment and implementation 
method. By that, one can ensure the common understanding of the model usage. Addi-
tionally could be offered training about the essential practices and methodologies used 
in the agile experiment and implementation method such as Scrum and Lean. 
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Resourcing 
 
When the case organization sets an employee to the role of product owner, one should 
take care of sufficient resourcing. The nature of the agile working commits the product 
owner more to the practical work of the project than the traditional project manager role. 
That should be taken in to account when assessing the required working time and effort 
for the product owner. In addition, the other key roles of agile development should be 
defined and resourced sufficiently to the projects for supporting the product owner’s 
work. For gaining the needed expertise to the project, the case organization should offer 
a more flexible way to form the agile teams within the current division and between the 
divisions.  
 
In the resourcing, it is recommendable to take in to consideration the development and 
operation culture (DevOps). If the case organization espouses the culture of continuous 
development, there should be created the continuous role of the product owner to the 
service. In addition, one could consider what agile development roles the case organi-
zation should have as internal resources in the future. For example having own service 
design expertise could gain benefit for the product owner’s work in the case organization.  
7.2 Tools and Support 
As important as training and resources is to have sufficient tools and continuously devel-
oping networks for supporting the product owner’s work. A product owner network, tools 
and methods and technical support illustrated in the Figure 9 are recommended areas 
to be developed for improving the product owner’s support. 
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Product Owner Network 
 
One of the recommendations is to build a product owner network. The idea of the product 
owner network was raised on the need of the product owners peer support in the case 
project. However, the peer support was not easy to find. The purpose of the product 
owner network is to collect the product owners from all divisions of the case organization 
together for sharing the experiences and lessons learned. Product owners with more 
experience could mentor and quid the less experienced product owners in their work. 
Regular meetings and a shared communication channel are recommended ways to 
maintain the network. 
 
One target of the product owner network is to solve the practical issues related to the 
working as a product owner or using the agile experiment and development method. 
Alternatively the product owner network can escalate the issues to the CITO when 
needed. The product owner network can also develop the role of product owner together 
with the CITO to fit more proper for the case organization’s agile design and development 
needs. Addition to that the maintenance and development of the product owner hand-
book can be also seen as one of the product owner network’s task.  
 
Tools and Methods 
 
When acting as a product owner in projects, one needs a variety of tools and methods. 
To harmonize the case organization’s agile software development environment and 
practices, there is recommended to exploit the unified tools and methods. Product own-
ers would benefit of the selection of recommended tools and methods that are supporting 
the use of agile experiment and implementation method and proven to the case organi-
zation’s environment. The tools and methods should be easily available for the product 
owners and include the needed guidance of their use.  
 
When there is a need for a new tool or a method,  that could be validated first by experts 
of the CITO, the technical support of the AOK or the product owner network. After that, 
the tool or method could be tested for example in the agile software development project 
or in software maintenance tasks. If the tool or method is found suitable, it could be 
added to the case organization’s selection of recommended tools and methods. 
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Technical Support 
 
The roles and responsibilities of internal technical support should be clarified. The tech-
nical support is essential for the product owner in agile software development. The case 
organization should be able to provide to the product owner information on what technical 
support is available and which one it produces. For that, responsibilities of technical sup-
port should be divided between the technical support of AOK and the divisions’ technical 
support. Especially the technical support of AOK should be conceptualized for being able 
to offer equal service for all agile software development projects in the case organization. 
In addition, there should be a clear understanding when one needs to acquire external 
technical support.  
 
The technical support’s familiarization to the agile experiment and development method 
is recommendable. Getting familiar with the case organization’s agile software develop-
ment environment and the product owner’s role in agile software development project 
improves the technical support ability to understand the product owner’s needs of the 
technical support.  
7.3 Handbook 
One of the recommendations is a handbook for the product owner. Purpose of the hand-
book is to collect the useful information and guidance for the product owner into one 
place. The handbook is not a collection of the case organization’ documentation, but it is 
offering a view to the information available. It guides the product owner to find the needed 
documentation, examples, practices, tools and support. The handbook offers information 
and guidance in three phases of the product owner’s work as presented in the Figure 10. 
In addition to these, the handbook includes common information about the product owner 
role in the case organization.  
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Figure 10. Structure of Handbook. 
 
For a new product owner, the handbook offers the guidance to the agile software devel-
opment environment in the case organization. It presents information about how and 
where the new product owner can get training to the role and where to find needed in-
formation about the support to familiarization and resourcing. In addition, to get the new 
product owner familiar with the agile software development environment, the handbook 
presents the examples of the agile software development projects in the case organiza-
tion and lessons learned of them.  
 
Supporting the product owner while starting the project and during it, the handbook offers 
a guidance to use of the agile experiment and implementation method and the framework 
agreements. The handbook proposes the agile design and development tools and tech-
niques for the product owner that are validated to be suitable in an agile software devel-
opment in the case organization’s environment. In addition, there is offered information 
about the support for the product owner such as technical support available and the peer 
support via product owner network.  
 
For the software maintenance phase, the handbook offers to the project owner guidance 
to the different options for maintaining the software and evaluating the software’s lifecy-
cle. In addition, the handbook presents the information about what needs to be taken 
into account in transition between the development and maintenance.  
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8 Discussion and Conclusions 
 
This section summarizes the Thesis. It offers a case organization’s feedback of the re-
search and gained results and formulated recommendations. Additionally this section 
provides an evaluation of the validity and reliability of the research and conclusions of 
the Thesis. 
8.1 Summary 
The objective of this Master’s Thesis was to research the product owner’s role in case 
organization’s agile software development environment. The aim of the research was to 
answer the question if the product owner is able to carry out the case project by using 
the agile experiment and implementation method. With this case study, the case organ-
ization could gain information about how the agile experiment and implementation 
method suites for the product owner’s working environment and suggestions how to im-
prove the support for the product owner in agile software development in case the or-
ganization. 
 
For achieving the research object, the data about the subject was collected from multiple 
sources such as industry publications, case organization’s intranet websites, Internet 
sources, interviews and discussions with the experts in case organization, user survey 
and a workshop with the key users. Data was analyzed for setting the starting require-
ments for the case study, to gain the results of the case study implementation and to 
formulate the recommendations.  
 
At the beginning, the current state analysis of the agile software development in the case 
organization was carried out for clarifying the environment of the case study. Current 
state analysis improved the understanding of the current situation and the earlier expe-
riences gained from the subject. In addition, the current state analysis introduced the 
agile experiment and implementation method. The current state analysis was followed 
by the   conceptual framework section. That offered a general level knowledge of the 
agile software development so that one could form a framework for researching the sub-
ject. Results of the current state analysis and the conceptual framework acted as a start-
ing point for the case study implementation. 
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In the case study, the findings of the product owner’s ability to carry out the case project 
were obtained by taking advantage of the background data and the user survey. In ad-
dition the workshop in the discovery phase of the case study provided input for the im-
plementation. The tasks of product owner were implemented and findings of fits and caps 
of the tasks were collected during the case study to the Fit-GAP analysis template. Find-
ings of each phase of the case study guided the progress of the implementation and 
offered a first stage information to the case organization about the product owner’s ability 
to proceed to the next phase of the implementation.  
 
After the case study was successfully carried out, the gained findings were analyzed and 
formulated to the key results. The key results were the basis for the recommendations 
presented in this Thesis. The aim of the recommendations was to improve the case or-
ganization’s agile software development environment to support better the product 
owner’s work. The key results and recommendations were presented to the case organ-
ization. The case organization’s experts and key stakeholders offered feedback of these 
to the product owner.  
8.2 Case Organization’s Feedback 
The case organization was kept up to date with the progress of the research. In addition, 
the findings of the case study implementation was informed to the case organization. 
Discussions with the case organization during the research indicated that the research 
was producing to them a valuable information of the product owner’s role in agile soft-
ware development.  
 
The key results of the research and the recommendations formulated therefrom was 
presented to the case organization after the findings analyzation. When discussed with 
the case organization, the results were found a useful information for them to pay atten-
tion to the deficiencies of the product owner’s role and organization’s support. In addition, 
the recommendations were found useful guidance for the future development. In addi-
tion, the case organization noticed that the findings and lessons learned in this case 
project could be beneficial information for other product owners in the future. 
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The feedback from the case organization after the discussions was that the key results 
increased case organization’s understanding of the product owner’s ability to carry out 
the software development project in case organization’s environment. Case organization 
had already improved the product owner’s support in agile software development based 
to the recommendations presented in this research. As an example of that is a product 
owner's quick guide presented in Appendix 6 that is based on the recommendation of 
the handbook. Product owner’ quick guide is already added as a part of the agile exper-
iment and implementation method documentation. Other example is the product owner’s 
network that case organization had established based on the recommendation. 
8.3 Validity and Reliability 
The validity in this Thesis was ensured by using the well-known methods and frameworks 
of agile development in the research. The data of the Thesis was collected from several 
sources and in multiple points during the research. Data collected from case organiza-
tion’s internal sources can be considered reliable. A special attention was paid to the 
reliability of the data collected from external sources. The external sources was used 
only if the data could be collected from the generally trusted sources. Avoiding the bias, 
one discussed many times with the people related to the agile development in the case 
organization and listened their opinions, presented the findings to the case organization 
and the key stakeholders after every phase of the case study and captured the feedback 
of them. 
 
Ensuring the reliability of this Thesis, the process of data collection and analysis is de-
scribed in detailed level. By that, the Thesis research can be repeated by another person. 
However, case projects may have different contents and scopes. That possible could 
lead to that the end results of the research may vary slightly.  
8.4 Conclusions 
The results of this research has already had an impact to the case organization’s agile 
software development environment. However, this Thesis offers only a particular view to 
the subject and there would be useful to gain more information and experiences of the 
product owner role to achieve a wider understanding of the subject.  
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In addition to the product owner role, many other aspects could be researched to improve 
the case organization’s agile development environment. During the case study one no-
ticed some aspects that were not in the scope of this research, but are notable to con-
sider in the future development. These are:  
 
 Refinement of the requirements of the agile software development roles 
 Increase the knowledge of agile software development in the case organization 
 Conceptualize the technical support to the agile software development projects 
in divisions of the case organization 
 Improvement of the framework agreements to support better the needs of agile 
software development projects 
 Measurement of the maturity and quality of the agile software development 
 Applying the agile experiment and implementation method to a wider field of pro-
jects, not just the software development  
 
Aspects of the agile development listed above were presented to the case organization 
as a potential future development subjects. 
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FIT-GAP Analysis Template 
 
Nro Phase Task GAP Analysis GAP Source GAP Requirement type Comments 
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Fit-GAP Analysis of Tasks in Case Study 
 
      
 
      
 
Nro Phase Task 
GAP 
Analy-
sis 
GAP 
Source 
GAP Re-
quirement 
type 
Comments 
1 Project setting Setting product owner to the project NG       
2 Project setting Setting the steering group to the project NG       
3 Project setting 
Defining the in-house technical support needed in the 
project NG     
Defined technical support for case project 
are AOK and Kanslia ICT 
4 Project setting Resourcing the product owner GAP ORG ORG 
Not following the suggestion of the experi-
ment and implementation method 
5 Project setting Defining the key stakeholders of the project PG ORG ORG 
Not all stakeholders may necessarily be de-
fined at this point. These will be completed 
in the upcoming phases if necessary. 
6 Project setting Product owner's familiarization to the project PG ORG ORG 
Not sufficient documentation or support 
available 
7 Project setting Project timetable NG     Only for the experiment part 
8 Project setting Project budget NG     Only for the experiment part 
9 Project setting 
Preliminary plan of the project for the steering group to 
get permission to start the project NG       
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10 Discovery 
Defining and acquiring the organization's internal re-
sources needed for the phase  PG ORG PO 
Not clear understanding of expertise 
needed. Internal resources was completed 
during the phase 
11 Discovery Current state analysis NG       
12 Discovery User query NG       
13 Discovery Analyzation of the user query NG       
14 Discovery 
Committing the specialist group and the key role users 
to the requirement specification  PG ORG PO 
Lack of knowledge about the specialist group 
and the agile way of working 
15 Discovery Service design acquisition  GAP ORG Other 
Insufficient guidance to use the framework 
agreement. Needed support from the CITO 
16 Discovery 
Formulating the roles and requirements of the Huvaja - 
workshop NG     User query, interviews and workshop 
17 Discovery 
Selecting the user stories for the alfa prototype imple-
mentation NG       
18 Discovery Options of the solution to the alfa phase NG     In collaboration with the AOK 
19 Discovery Vision canvas PG MR MR 
Not information to how to use the vision 
canvas. Case organization could not offer 
support, so the project needed to acquire 
the support from the service design experts 
20 Discovery Preliminary roadmap NG       
21 Discovery Benefits comparison NG       
22 Discovery Phase ending presentation to the steering group NG       
23 Alfa Implementation plan NG       
24 Alfa 
Defining and acquiring the organization's internal re-
sources needed for the phase  NG     
Added user interface designer to the project 
group 
25 Alfa Using the Kanban PG ORG MR 
No guidance for product owner to use the 
method 
26 Alfa Utilizing existing data and systems PG MR TECH 
Not clear, if the integrations are imple-
mented in the alfa phase. Not clear what 
data will be used in the prototype.  
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27 Alfa Status presentation to the steering group NG     
Decision point for the implementation of the 
prototype 
28 Alfa Open source software coding acquisition  GAP ORG ORG 
No guidance how to use the framework 
agreement or what should the invitation for 
tenders include. Needed support from the 
CITO 
29 Alfa Setting up the test group PG ORG PO 
Challenges in the test users timetable to 
have enough time for testing 
30 Alfa Service design acquisition for creating the test model NG       
31 Alfa Setting up the project group working and reviews NG       
32 Alfa Organizing the testing of the prototype PG Other PO Challenges because of the short test period 
33 Alfa Analyzation of the test feedback NG       
34 Alfa Analyzation of the technical solution of the prototype NG     In collaboration with the AOK 
35 Alfa Analyzation of the information security of the prototype NG     Prototype uses only test data 
36 Alfa Phase ending presentation to the steering group NG       
37 Beta 
Selection and prioritization of the use cases for the im-
plementation PG MR PO 
Not clear understanding of the wideness of 
the Huvaja implementation at this point 
38 Beta Implementation plan NG       
39 Beta 
Defining and acquiring the organization's internal re-
sources needed for the phase PG ORG PO 
Not clear understanding of the needed inter-
nal technical support resources. Resources 
was completed during the phase 
40 Beta Specifying the vision canvas NG       
41 Beta Specifying the roadmap NG       
42 Beta Selection of the architectural solutions NG       
43 Beta Status presentation to the steering group NG     Actual implementation starts 
44 Beta Open source software coding acquisition  PG ORG ORG 
Acquisition was done successfully, but there 
was challenges to keep in budget.  
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45 Beta Building a SRUM team PG MR PO 
Product owner had to gain knowledge about 
the Scrum team building. The Scrum master 
was not set and the tasks of the Scrum mas-
ter role had to be reorganized 
46 Beta Setting up the conditions for the definition of done GAP MR PO 
CITO's support was needed to define the 
DoD 
47 Beta Organizing the product backlog PG MR PO 
Product owner had not enough knowledge 
to do this independently. This was done in 
collaboration with the AOK 
48 Beta 
Setting up the sprint planning, reviews and retrospec-
tives NG       
49 Beta 
Observing the development and evaluating the output 
according to the definition of done NG       
50 Beta 
Organizing the testing for limited group of users to test 
the Huvaja during the development NG     
Used the test method produced in alfa 
phase 
51 Beta Analyzation of the test feedback NG       
52 Beta Status presentation to the steering group NG     Proceeding to the open beta testing 
53 Beta 
Organizing the data validation for the production-like 
open beta testing PG Other ORG 
Product owner needed a support from the 
Kanslia ICT to this task 
54 Beta 
Ensuring the support for the Huvaja during the open 
beta testing NG       
55 Beta 
Ensuring the support for integrations during the open 
beta testing PG Other PO 
Service vendors’ contact persons for integra-
tions support was set, but it needed a 
knowledge of the Kanslia ICT 
56 Beta Organizing the open beta testing NG       
57 Beta Analyzation of the open beta test feedback NG       
58 Beta 
Organizing the review of the information security and 
code quality of the Huvaja PG MR TECH 
Included a lack of product owner’s 
knowledge about the case organization’s 
manners for information security and code 
quality manners. This was done in collabora-
tion with the AOK 
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59 Beta Phase ending presentation to the steering group NG       
60 Live Transition plan from beta to live NG       
61 Live 
Defining and acquiring the organization's internal re-
sources needed for the phase PG ORG ORG 
There was not set the service owner's prod-
uct owner for the Huvaja. The service owner 
was set in the middle of the phase 
62 Live Maintenance plan of the Huvaja NG       
63 Live Defining the service level NG     
This was done in collaboration with the ser-
vice owner 
64 Live Price inquiry for the maintaining the Huvaja PG MR MR 
There was not framework agreement to use 
for this. Guidance for producing the price in-
quiry was needed from the CITO 
65 Live Status presentation to the steering group NG       
66 Live System maintenance acquisition  NG       
67 Live Technical review of the Huvaja NG       
68 Live Architectural review of the Huvaja PG MR ORG 
Product owner needed a support for this 
from the CITO 
69 Live 
Documentation of person register and data protection 
of the information system NG     
This was done in collaboration with the tech-
nical support of Kanslia ICT and AOK 
70 Live 
Ensuring the collection of continuous customer feed-
back NG       
71 Live Ensuring the integrations maintenance PG MR TECH   
72 Live 
Ensuring the organization’s internal processes for Hu-
vaja maintaining PG ORG PO 
The role of internal technical support after 
the Huvaja technical maintenance transition 
to the service provider was not clear. 
73 Live Continuity and recovery plans NG     
It was agreed, that the service owner's prod-
uct owner will take care of there.  
74 Live Organizing the data validation NG       
75 Live 
Ensuring documentation of the information system 
structure, maintenance policies and agreed practices 
for the maintenance product owner PG Other PO 
There was not support for crating the docu-
mentation. Support of the CITO was needed, 
when producing the documentation.  
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76 Live 
Ensuring the Huvaja technical transition to the external 
service provider PG MR PO 
Communication with the service provider 
and AOK was challenging 
77 Live 
Transferring the system form project product owner to 
maintenance product owner GAP ORG PO 
There was no model for transferring the sys-
tem from one product owner to another, so 
there was no support for that. Product 
owner created the model in collaboration 
with the CITO 
78 Live Project ending presentation to the steering group NG       
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Vision Canvas of Huvaja in Discovery Phase 
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Test Model 
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Checklist for Transition 
Tuotantoon siirtyminen - muistilista 
 
Tuoteomistajan näkökulma 
 Järjestelmän toiminnallinen kuvaus 
 Mikä järjestelmä on ja mitä se tuottaa 
 Järjestelmän tekninen kuvaus (sillä tasolla, että tuoteomistaja ymmärtää, mistä on kyse) 
 Backlog 
 Tarvittaessa kuvaus kehityksen nykytilasta ja avoinna olevista asioista 
 Kuvaus  sovelluksen toiminnallisesta arkkitehtuurista, integraatioista ja niiden hallintaprosesseista 
 Esim. jos tulee ongelma, mistä lähdetään kysymään ja selvittämään 
 Kuvaus siitä, miten ylläpito on järjestetty, millainen sopimus siitä on tehty 
 Mitä sopimus kattaa (ongelmanselvitys, virheenkorjaukset jne.) 
 Millainen palvelulupaus, SLA (palvelutaso, palveluajat jne.) 
 Kuvaus järjestelmän ylläpitoon liittyvistä rooleista ja käyttöoikeuksista 
 Ylläpitoon liittyvät roolit (tuoteomistaja, pääkäyttäjä, sisällöntuottaja jne.) 
 Järjestelmän käyttöön liittyvät roolit (pääkäyttäjä, super user, peruskäyttäjä jne.) 
 Käyttöoikeudet (muokkausoikeudet, katseluoikeudet) 
 Kuvaus käytössä olevat prosesseista ja työkaluista (esim. uuden käyttöoikeuden lisääminen, sisäl-
lön lisääminen järjestelmään, uusien ominaisuuksien käyttöönotto) 
 Kuka tekee, mitä tekee, tehdäänkö itse vai teetetäänkö 
 Kuvaus yhteistyötahoista ja sidosryhmistä sekä siitä, mitä on sovittu kommunikaatiosta näiden 
kanssa  
 Sovitut yhteistyötavat ja kommunikaatiokanavat 
 Kuvaus kehityshankkeista, jotka mahdollisesti vaikuttavat järjestelmään ja palveluun 
 Kuvaus sovituista jatkokehitys- ja yhteistyönäkymistä 
 
Tekninen kuvaus 
 Saatavana tuoteomistajalle sillä tasolla, että hän tietää, mitä asioita tekniseen kuvaukseen sisältyy  
 Arkkitehtuuri 
 Riittävän tason kuvaus tuotteen toiminnallisesta arkkitehtuurista ja integraatioista teknisellä 
tasolla  
 Kuvaus arkkitehtuuripoikkeamista yksityiskohtaisella tasolla 
 Kuva suositeltava 
 Laaditaan yhdessä ka-asiantuntijan kanssa 
 miten tuote sijoittuu kaupungin kokonaisarkkitehtuuriin 
 Tietoturva 
 Palvelukohtainen tietoturva 
 Riskiarvio: minkätasoista tietoturvaa tarvitaan? 
 Tarvitaanko auditointia? Jos tarvitaan, minkätasoista auditointia? 
 Kuvaus siitä, miten tiedot on turvattu teknisesti 
 Esim. turvataanko tiedot jo alustassa vai onko toteutettu omia tietoturvaproto-
kollia 
 Onko käytetty kirjastoja, joiden oma ylläpitoprosessi saattaa olla puutteelli-
nen, ja miksi? 
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 Tietosuoja 
 Onko tietosuojan vaatimat tekniset valmiudet toteutettu? 
 oikeus tulla unohdetuksi 
 oikeus korjata omat tietonsa 
 oikeus siirtää omat tietonsa 
 oikeus tietää, miten omia tietoja käsitellään 
 mahdollisuus todentaa, kuka on katsonut tietoja 
 ks. GDPR tai kysy Villeltä 
 Tekninen luotettavuusarvio palvelulupausta varten 
 Miten asennettu, miten koodattu, mikä  
 Mikä on tuotteen eri osa-alueiden luotettavuus (esim. integraatiot)? 
 Testauksen taso 
 Onko kuormitustestaus tehty? 
 Tarvittavat automaatiot 
 Tuotannon aikainen valvonta 
 Tietojen varmistus 
 Tiedon varmistusten taso 
 Palautussuunnitelma 
 Tiedon tallennustavan vaikutus varmistuksiin, esim. versiointi, auditointi 
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Product owner’ quick guide 
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